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Semiconductor heterojunction interfaces have been an important topic, both in modern solid state
physics and in electronics and optoelectronics applications. Recently, the heterojunctions of atomicallythin transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs) are expected to realize one-dimensional (1D) electronic
systems at their heterointerfaces due to their tunable electronic properties. Herein, we report unique
conductivity enhancement and electrical potential modulation of heterojunction interfaces based on
TMDC bilayers consisted of MoS2 and WS2. Scanning tunneling microscopy/spectroscopy analyses
showed the formation of 1D confining potential (potential barrier) in the valence (conduction) band, as
well as bandgap narrowing around the heterointerface. The modulation of electronic properties were
also probed as the increase of current in conducting atomic force microscopy. Notably, the observed
band bending can be explained by the presence of 1D fixed charges around the heterointerface. The
present findings indicate that the atomic layer heterojunctions provide a novel approach to realizing
tunable 1D electrical potential for embedded quantum wires and ultrashort barriers of electrical
transport.
Semiconductor heterojunctions are vital components in modern solid-state physics and have applications in
electronics and optoelectronics. As an example, conventional three-dimensional heterojunctions of crystalline
semiconductors, such as GaAs/AlGaAs, can generate a high-mobility two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) at
their two-dimensional interface1–3. The realization of clean 2DEG in this manner has led to the discovery of
exotic physical phenomena, including fractional quantum Hall effects4,5, and to practical applications in the channels within high-performance field-effect transistors2. A high mobility 2DEG and interface superconductivity
have been also found at the heterointerfaces of oxides6,7. Recently, similar heterojunctions consisting of so-called
atomic layers have been fabricated in two-dimensional crystals, and have attracted much attention based on their
unique low-dimensional structures and physical properties8–18. The in-plane, lateral heterojunctions employed in
initial studies were composed of metallic graphene and insulating hexagonal boron nitride (BN) monolayers8–12.
Atomic layer-based semiconductor heterojunctions such as these are expected to represent ideal systems for the
realization of novel confined electronic systems at one-dimensional (1D) interfaces, and should lead to novel
physics and electronic/optoelectronics discoveries.
Several groups have reported the synthesis of semiconductor heterojunctions based on transition metal
dichalcogenides (TMDCs) by vapor phase growth techniques13–17. TMDCs are ideal materials for semiconductor
heterojunctions because of their unique compositions, polytypes and layer number-dependent electronic properties19,20. In early studies, these heterojunctions were composed primarily of Mo- and W-based semiconductor
TMDCs, such as MoS2, MoSe2, WS2 and WSe2 monolayers13–15. In a previous paper, we demonstrated the use of
similar lateral heterostructures employing monolayers of Mo1−xWxS2 alloys, which have composition-dependent
tunable bandgaps16,17. These earlier studies generated band diagrams by scanning tunneling microscopy/
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Figure 1. Growth and structures of three types of heterojunctions based on WS2 and MoS2. (a) Optical
images and illustrations for a sample before and after MoS2 growth around WS2 grains on graphite. (Note: in
the structural model, cyan, red and yellow correspond to W, Mo and S atoms, respectively.) (b) Illustration
of a growth model for a bilayer heterojunction based on bilayer WS2 - stacked WS2/MoS2. (c) Structures and
measurement setup for the three heterojunctions studied in the present work.

spectroscopy (STM/STS), and showed that such monolayer heterointerfaces result in staggered type-II heterojunctions in which there is no potential barrier for carrier confinement17. Despite these significant earlier
works, there have been no reports to date of the conducting 1D interface and 1D confining potential/potential
barriers associated with these TMDC heterojunctions, likely because these prior works have focused solely on
monolayer-based heterojunctions.
In the present study, we observed conductivity enhancement and unique band bending at the interface of
TMDC bilayer-based heterojunctions. These heterojunctions were composed of WS2 bilayers and vertically
stacked WS2/MoS2 heterostructures, grown by two-step chemical vapor deposition (CVD). The conductivity
enhancement was assessed by conducting atomic force microscopy (c-AFM). Furthermore, STM/STS measurements demonstrated an upshift in both the valence and conduction band edges, as well as band-gap narrowing
around the heterointerface. These results indicate that the highly tunable electronic properties of TMDCs provide
an ideal system allowing the realization of tunable 1D electronic systems at the heterointerfaces between atomic
layers.

Results

High-temperature CVD was used to prepare high-quality TMDC samples on graphite and boron nitride flakes,
as reported in our previous paper21. This process forms mono- and multilayer grains of MoS2 and WS2 with sizes
around 10 μm. As shown in Fig. 1a, WS2 (or MoS2) grains are initially synthesized on the graphite, after which
the second growth process of another TMDCs is conducted with firstly-grown grains after changing the reaction
chamber to avoid alloy formation, in agreement with a previous report by Li et al.18. In addition to the formation
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Figure 2. Characterization of a heterojunction based on monolayer WS2 and MoS2. (a) AFM image and
height profile of a triangle-shaped grain with a monolayer WS2/MoS2 lateral heterostructure grown on graphite.
The height profile was obtained along the dotted line. (b–d) PL intensity maps from 1.92 to 1.99 eV for WS2 and
1.80 to 1.88 eV for MoS2, and a combined PL intensity map of (b,c). Cyan and red correspond to the intensities
of the WS2 and MoS2 PL peaks, respectively. (e,f) Current images of the grain and the expanded area indicated
by the white box in (e). (g) Current profile along the dotted line in (f).

of a conventional monolayer heterojunction, we also found that a second TMDC layer can simultaneously grow
both from the grain edges and on the grain surfaces, leading to the formation of bilayer TMDC-based heterojunctions, as shown in Fig. 1b. We note that only the initial monolayers formed on the graphite or BN tend to survive,
and that these same monolayers grown on SiO2 or sapphire substrates easily degrade during the second growth
process at 1100 °C. These findings indicate that the stability of WS2 and MoS2 is sensitive to the growth substrate,
and is a critical factor in the second growth. In the present work, we investigated three types of heterojunctions,
including monolayer WS2 and MoS2 (1L WS2-MoS2), bilayer WS2 - stacked WS2/MoS2 (2L WS2-WS2/MoS2) and
monolayer and bilayer WS2 (1L-2L WS2), using c-AFM and STM/STS, as shown in Fig. 1c.
A model of the heterostructures composed of a triangular WS2 monolayer with lateral MoS2 is shown in Fig. 1a.
In this sample, the inner and outer parts correspond to WS2 and MoS2 monolayers, respectively, as confirmed
by AFM images and a height profile (Fig. 2a), as well as the photoluminescence (PL) intensity maps (Fig. 2b–d)
and Raman data (Supplementary Fig. S1). The PL maps show that the WS2 is primarily located in the inner part
of the crystal, whereas the MoS2 is formed around the inner WS2. Almost the same structure is indicated by the
Raman intensity maps of WS2 and MoS2. In the PL and Raman spectra (Supplementary Fig. S2), both the excitonic PL peaks and vibrational modes of WS2 and MoS2 are observed around the interface, with no peak shift or
broadening caused by alloy formation. Furthermore, the PL peaks exhibit symmetric Lorentzian profiles and
narrow linewidths, with full width at half maximum (FWHM) values of 20 and 47 meV for the WS2 and MoS2
(Supplementary Fig. S3), respectively, indicating high-quality samples21.
In addition to the optical measurements, the electrical properties of the monolayer WS2/MoS2 heterojunction
were investigated, using c-AFM in air. To obtain a current map, the conducting tip was scanned along a TMDC
specimen grown on a graphite substrate, which served as an electrode (Fig. 1c). As shown in Fig. 2e,f, this technique allows visualization of the difference in the vertical electrical conductivities between the inner WS2 and the
outer MoS2. The enlarged current image indicates a straight, steep heterojunction interface (Fig. 2f). Interestingly,
the current profile reveals that the current value abruptly changes from 135 nA in the MoS2 to 115 nA in the WS2
within a region of 8 nm around the interface (Fig. 2g). In contrast, there are no differences in the topographic
image and height profile in the same area (Supplementary Fig. S4). The continuous change in current suggests
that the bandgap gradually changes in the vicinity of the heterointerface, and that there is no large band offset as
reported in our previous STM/STS study of monolayer-based lateral heterostructures17.
A similar current profile was obtained for the 1L-2L WS2 heterojunction. As shown in Supplementary Fig.
S5a,b, additional triangular WS2 monolayers were occasionally grown on the surfaces of large triangular WS2
monolayers during the CVD process. The current image and profile of the grain also demonstrate a difference in
conductivity between the 1L and 2L WS2 (Supplementary Fig. S5c,d). In the profile, the current changes continuously from 140 nA in the 2L region to 80 nA in the 1L region. This strongly suggests that the spatial changes in the
bandgap of the 1L-2L WS2 heterojunction are similar to those that occur in monolayer heterojunctions and that
the edge state of the top layer has only a limited effect on the present current measurements in air.
In contrast, drastic current enhancement at the heterointerface is observed in the case of the bilayer-based
heterojunctions. In the present bilayer samples, WS2 was grown from the edge and on the surfaces of monolayer
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Figure 3. Characterization of a heterojunction based on bilayer TMDCs. (a) Illustration of the top and
bottom layers of the present bilayer TMDC grains. (b) Topographic AFM image and height profile of the bilayer
grain grown on graphite. (c,d) Raman intensity maps of WS2 (2LA and E’ modes) and MoS2 (E’ mode).
(e) Combined Raman intensity map of (c,d). (f,g) Current images of the grain and the expanded area indicated
by the dotted box in (f). Note that the color is adjusted to be black for the current values less than −20 for (f)
and −12 for (g) to enhance the contrast between the inner and outer regions. (h) Current profile along the
dotted line in (g).

MoS2 grains, as illustrated in Figs 1b and 3a. Both the AFM image and the height profile show triangular crystals
approximately 5 μm in size and with heights of 1.4 nm, corresponding to the thickness of the bilayer TMDC
(Fig. 3b). The Raman intensity maps (Fig. 3c–e) and spectra (Supplementary Fig. S6) of the same crystal exhibit a
MoS2 peak only in the inner part of the crystal. Conversely, WS2 peaks were generated for both the inner and outer
parts and have a particularly high intensity in the outer part. The PL map and spectra (Supplementary Fig. S7)
indicate only monolayers around the corners, which generate sharp PL peaks, while no signal is observed for
the bilayer part grown on graphite. This can be understood as a result of the indirect bandgap nature of both the
2L WS2 (refs 22,23) and MoS2/WS2 vertical heterostructures (refs 24–26), and the presence of fast non-radiative
decay processes on the graphene surface21. These results demonstrate the formation of lateral and vertical heterostructures of MoS2 and WS2, as presented in Fig. 3a. Importantly, these heterostructures can be regarded as the
lateral heterojunction of the outer 2L WS2 and inner WS2/MoS2 vertically stacked heterostructures.
The bandgaps of these two different bilayer TMDCs were probed by acquiring PL spectra of samples formed
on bulk hexagonal boron nitride (BN) flakes in place of graphite as the substrate (Supplementary Fig. S8). In
the case of the 2L WS2 grown on BN flakes, an indirect PL peak can be observed at 1.8 eV, which has been also
observed for samples on SiO222,23. The WS2/MoS2 vertical heterostructures produced three additional peaks over
the range of 1.5 to 1.7 eV in addition to the PL peaks observed for monolayer MoS2 (1.87 eV) and WS2 (2.03 eV).
We tentatively assign these new peaks to interlayer excitons associated with electron and hole pairs having different momenta, such as K-K and K-Γ points24–26. We note that only a single broad peak has been reported for
MoS2/WS2 vertical heterostructures grown on SiO213. These observations indicate that the inner and outer bilayer
parts have different bandgaps, and so the sample corresponds to a semiconductor heterojunction based on bilayer
TMDCs.
Unlike the current images of the 1L MoS2/WS2 and 1L-2L WS2, the bilayer grain exhibits black lines with a triangular shape along the interface (Fig. 3f,g), indicating that a significant current can flow across the bilayer from
the tip to the graphite substrate. For the in-plane parts, the inner triangle regions exhibit somewhat higher current
values than the outer parts of the sample, which is consistent with the different electronic structures of these portions, as observed in the PL spectra. Interestingly, the current is enhanced by several tens of times over a 10 nm
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Figure 4. STM and STS study of a heterojunction based on bilayer TMDCs. (a) High-resolution STM image
around the bilayer-based heterointerface (Vs =  +1.4 V, It = 10 pA). (b) FFT images of left and right sides of
(a). (c) Wide-area STM image around the bilayer heterointerface (Vs =  +1.2 V, It = 10 pA). (d) dI/dV maps at
different sample bias voltages of Vs =  0.7, −1.0, −1.5 and −1.8 V in the same area as (c) (Vs =  +1.2 V, It = 10 pA).
(e) Averaged dI/dV spectra obtained from the regions indicated by blue (2L WS2), red (WS2/MoS2), and green
(interface) squares in (c). (f) dI/dV color scale map calculated from the spatially resolved STS spectra along the
white dotted line in (c).

region around the heterointerface as compared to the in-plane bilayers (Fig. 3h). We note that the same results
have been obtained with other bilayer grains (Supplementary Fig. S9). These conducting 1D interfaces are a
unique feature in the present bilayer heterojunctions, and are observed for the first time ever in the present study.
To obtain additional insights into the origin of the conducting interface, STM/STS studies of the bilayer heterostructures were performed. Figure 4a shows a high-resolution STM image around the interface of the bilayer
heterojunction. In this image, the left and right sides correspond to 2L WS2 and WS2/MoS2, respectively. This
image shows a clear lattice composed of a surface WS2 layer and no structural defects around the interface. In
Fig. 4b, FFT images of both the left and right sides of the STM image demonstrate six-fold symmetry spots
with the same orientation. The wide-area STM image shows a dip of approximately 0.1 nm along the interface
as indicated in black (Fig. 4c). This small dip can be mainly attributed to a noticeable difference in the electronic
state at the interface. This is confirmed from the spatial change in the electronic structure in the same region, as
visualized in the maps and spectra of dI/dV (where I and V are tunneling current and bias voltage, respectively),
which is related to the local density of state (Fig. 4d–f). In particular, clear upshifts are observed around the
interface in both the conduction band minimum (ECBM) and valence band maximum (EVBM) values. The bias
voltage dependence dI/dV maps (Fig. 4d) indicate that only the interface shows high dI/dV values at bias voltages
of −1.0 to −1.8 V, and therefore there is an upshift in EVBM along the interface. The averaged dI/dV spectra show
that the interface has a bandgap of approximately 1.5 eV (Fig. 4e), which is less than those of the 2L WS2 (2.1 eV)
and WS2/MoS2 (2.0 eV). The mismatch between the lowest PL peak and the bandgap estimated by STM/STS is
probably caused by several factors including the large exciton binding energies and the different measurement
conditions such as temperature and substrates. Spatial changes in the band profile are observed within a 20 nm
width zone around the interface as thresholds in the map using a dI/dV color scale (Fig. 4f). The EVBM undergoes a
larger upshift than the ECBM, thus narrowing the bandgap. As clearly shown in these maps and spectra, the present
bilayer sample forms a type II semiconductor heterojunction with staggered bandgaps. The small bandgap of the
WS2/MoS2 is also consistent with the present PL results (Supplementary Fig. S8) and with theoretical predictions
based on first principles calculations24–26. These results indicate that the bandgap narrowing and/or the upshift
in EVBM lead to current increases around the interface during c-AFM measurements. In particular, the confining
potential in the valence band could result in the accumulation of charge carriers along the interface and generate a
1D hole gas. In contrast, the potential barrier in the conduction band could allow control of the electron transport
properties across the heterointerface by electric gating and thus would have applications to ultra-short channel
switching devices.

Discussion

Finally, we discuss the origin of the observed band profile around the heterointerface of bilayer samples. Possible
origins could include an interface state due to Mo-S-W bonds, different electron affinities24, lattice strain, impurity doping, structural defects, changes in interlayer interaction26, and piezoelectric polarization27,28. From density
functional calculations of the local density of state, we found that no mid-gap states are formed in the bandgaps
Scientific Reports | 6:31223 | DOI: 10.1038/srep31223
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Figure 5. Proposed mechanism of band bending for the present bilayer-TMDC heterojunctions.
(a) Calculated local density of state for the 2L WS2 and WS2/MoS2 heterojunction. (b) Schematic illustration
of strain and piezoelectric polarization-induced band bending around the heterointerface. (c) Schematic
illustration of the cylindrical space charge at the heterointerface and fitting results of spatial changes in ECBM
from the heterointerface in the 2L WS2 region.

of the 2L WS2 and MoS2/WS2 heterointerface (Fig. 5a). We also note that no large band offset has been observed
for either the EVBM or ECBM in the STS analyses, which would be expected to be induced by a difference in electron
affinity. We therefore propose that the band bending results from a combination of piezoelectric-charge-induced
band upshift and strain-induced bandgap narrowing as a possible candidate, as shown in Fig. 5b, for the reasons
detailed below.
In the case of the present bilayer interface, the EVBM undergoes a remarkable upshift around the interface. This
suggests that interlayer coupling could be one of the major factors affecting the bandgap narrowing because, for
bilayer TMDCs, the EVBM at the Γpoint is predicted to be sensitive to the interlayer interactions26. The interlayer
coupling can likely be changed by lattice strain, which generally has a maximum value at the heterointerface when
the two materials have different lattice constants. In the present bilayer samples, the lattice constants and thermal
expansion coefficients are still unknown but could have different values compared with these of monolayer samples. Importantly, the presence of interface strain can also explain the upshift in ECBM in response to piezoelectric
charges. Recently, the piezoelectric effect in TMDCs has been revealed by theoretical and experimental works27,28.
Calculations predict that the 1L MoS2 and WS2 will have piezoelectric coefficients of 364 and 247 pC/m, respectively27. Using these values, the interface polarization, Pi, can be readily estimated to be 117ε11 pC/m, where ε11 is
the uniaxial strain. In the present work, the value of the interface space charge was evaluated from the measured
band profile. Here, we assume that the ECBM of the 2L WS2 region is up-shifted only by a fixed, negative cylindrical
space charge with linear charge density λ, as pictured in Fig. 5c, with a spatially uniform dielectric environment.
From familiar Gauss’s law, the potential distribution can be expressed as
V (r ) = −

V (r ) = −

λ r2
+ V0 ,
4πε a2

(r ≤ a)

λ 
r
1 + 2 ln  + V 0,
a 
4πε 

(r ≥ a)

(1)

(2)

where r is the distance from the center, a is the radius of the cylindrical space charge, εis an effective dielectric
constant and V0 is the potential of the center. We found that this simple relation works well to reproduce the
ECBM profile (Fig. 5c) using the fitting parameters 1.0 nm for a, 4.4 pC/m for λ/εand 0.93 V for V0. Note that
this logarithmic dependence is a signature of 1D linear charges, which are different from conventional 2D plane
charges. It is noteworthy that the resulting linear charge density is comparable to the value expected from piezoelectric polarization, (for example, Pi becomes 6 pC/m when ε11 is 0.05), if the interface has several percent lattice
strain and if we use the calculated εof 5.2 for bilayer MoS229. Even though the accuracy of used values should be
improved in the future, this supports the validity of our proposed model as a possible mechanism for the band
bending.
It is also conceivable that the band bending is caused by other extrinsic factors, including the presence of
impurities and structural defects such as sulfur vacancies, edges and grain boundaries. Recent STM/STS studies
have reported the presence of mid-gap states at the heterointerface of 1L and 2L WSe2 (ref. 30), and the bandgap
narrowing and the upshift of EVBM and ECBM for the grain boundaries of 1L MoS2 (ref. 31). A striking difference of
the present work is that band bending was observed over a rather wide range of approximately 20 nm. In contrast,
in previous studies, the local changes in EVBM and ECBM occur within an area of around 5 nm. This difference suggests that the present band bending is derived from another mechanism and is most likely affected by long-range
lattice strain and/or fixed charges. Because the effects of such extrinsic factors are still unclear, further studies
including the analysis of interface structures are necessary to reveal the origin of observed band bending.
In conclusion, we have observed the conductivity enhancement and band bending of a heterojunction interface composed of two-dimensional semiconductors. In particular, the bilayer heterojunction formed by 2L WS2
and WS2/MoS2 shows a unique band profile, as revealed by STM/STS. The present findings demonstrate that the
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atomic-layer heterojunctions provide an ideal system to realize tunable 1D electrical potential at heterointerfaces
and should have applications in advanced electronics and opto-electronics. We note that 1D electron/hole gases
and liquids exhibiting unique physical phenomena can be generated through carrier doping to the interface.
Furthermore, it is suggested that these heterointerfaces allow us to control local confining potential and potential
barrier via the piezoelectric effect, and so could be used as future switching devices, piezoelectric devices, and
strain sensors. The interface fixed charges can also generate electrical field at the interface, which may be used to
manipulate valley degree of freedom in TMDC-based optoelectronic devices32. The realization and application of
such interface-related phenomena are exciting challenges in the field of atomic layer science.

Methods

Sample preparation.

WS2 and MoS2 heterostructures were grown on Kish graphite (Type C, Covalent
Materials Co.) or BN flakes using CVD, as reported previously21. The graphite crystals were mechanically exfoliated onto quartz substrates using Nitto tape (SPV-224). During the initial growth process, the substrate was
placed in a quartz tube (3 cm diameter, 100 cm in length) together with WO3 (Aldrich, 99% purity, 15–50 mg) or
MoO2 (Strem Chemicals, 99% purity, 5–15 mg) powder and sulfur flakes (Aldrich, 99.99% purity, 2 g). The quartz
tube was then filled with Ar gas at a flow rate of 200 cm3/min. The temperature of the substrate and the WO3 or
MoO2 powder was gradually increased to the sulfurization temperature (1100 °C) over 60 min using an electric
furnace. When the substrate temperature was at the set point, the sulfur was heated at 160–180 °C for 15–30 min
to supply sulfur vapor to the substrate, using a second electric furnace. Following the growth process, the quartz
tube was immediately cooled using an electric fan. For the second growth, the sample was placed in a quartz
boat, with the precursor (WO3 or MoO2) and sulfur flakes in a second quartz tube to avoid contamination. When
the furnace temperature was at the set point, the sample was immediately introduced into the hot zone from the
exterior of the furnace using a magnet in the quartz boat, and so exposed to the sulfur vapor. After the reaction
had proceeded for 15–30 min, the sample was immediately cooled.

Characterizations.

Optical images were recorded with an optical microscope (Nikon, Eclipse-LV100D).
Raman spectra were acquired using a micro-Raman spectroscope (Renishaw, inVia) with a 532 nm excitation
laser. Topography and current images of the samples were obtained using atomic force microscopy (AFM,
Shimadzu, SPM-9600). The current images were acquired at a bias voltage of −0.1 V. We note that the current
is sensitive to the tip conditions because the conductivities between tip and samples are affected by various
factors including tip shape and surface impurities of the tip. STM/STS assessments were carried out using a
low-temperature STM system (UNISOKU, USM1200) operating at 83 K.

Theoretical calculations. First principles calculations for projected local density of state were performed
using the Atomistix Toolkit DFT code (Ver.2015.1) based on the nonequilibrium Green’s function method combined with density functional theory33. PBE-GGA was adopted as the exchange correlation functional and the
basis set was double-zeta-polarized. A norm conserving pseudopotential was used for all atoms. The real-space
grid cutoff was 75 Hartree. The geometry and the cell size were optimized until all forces were below 0.001 eV/Å
and all stresses were less than 0.0001 eV/Å3. A vacuum gap of 15 Å was used in the direction normal to the material plane and there was no interaction between two materials separated by a vacuum. A schematic illustration of
the simulation model is presented in Supplementary Fig. S10. The central region of the model included a heterojunction composed of a WS2 bilayer and vertically-stacked MoS2/WS2, with a central region consisting of a plane
with dimensions 3.206 × 68.579 Å. An 8 ×  100 k-point mesh was employed, and the central region was connected
to two semi-infinite electrical leads on both sides.
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